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separately and in slow motion, mindful, of course, that in real life things take place almost instantaneously. They are in order, gyroscopic rigidity-in-space and. 
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FIG. 1 - THE PROBLEM



Cracks?



WHY THE



Reasons offered to explain the bane of the aerobatic pilot, ruinous fractures on aluminum propeller hubs.



By George B. Collinge (EAA 67 Lifetime) 5037 Martin Way Oxnard, CA 93030 Illustrations by author



J? IXED-PITCH LIGHTPLANE propellers are rotated by engine torque via six bolts operating in shear. There is also a small thrust load which additionally puts these bolts into a steady tension mode, though it never exceeds a few hundred pounds. It remains positive even when the aircraft slide down backwards. Over the years, smooth-running engines have been conducive to a reduction in hub diameters, down to the modest sizes used today. These hubs are obviously quite adequate for normal flying. When a metal propeller is correctly matched to an engine, blade failure due to resonant stresses can be essentially eliminated, yet propellers of all materials can fail if consistantly worked in an rpm range that produces rough running. But there is, however, one type of fixed-pitch aluminum-propeller failure known mostly to aerobatic pilots. After Aresti devised his basic diagrams and scoring tables, a particular category of airplane emerged from subsequent competition with a clear advantage. It was a small, fast-snapping type, capable of collecting a higher total in the allotted time. Unfortunately, the very quick and frequent changes in pitch and yaw at high rpm imposed severe gyroscopic loading on their propellers. These loads were and are, in addition to those usually



calculated during the hub design process. Irreparable cracks develop in or near the bolt holes. Aluminum propellers, being heavier than their wooden counterparts, generate higher loads during the same maneuvers. There is also the fact that while wood does not remember stress (assuming that there is no actual break) aluminum can take a stress only so many times and an accumulation of applied loads eventually shows up as a realignment of the lattice structure. Some old



metal airplanes amass such high times, the calculated life (stress occasions) is used up. Many have to be scrapped although they can look normal in a cursory inspection. Jet airframes are supposed to last longer because of less vibration or stress and because of the use of more adhesives and fewer rivets. Metal propellers can be satisfactory for aerobatics for a time, but as they too approach the end of their individual fatigue life, the molecules begin to let go, showing up as progressive cracks. What actually destroys these propellers is the tremendous energy from gyroscopic loading that is focused or funneled through the closely-grouped bolts. The bolts by their very nature can easily handle the tension inputs but not so the relatively soft alloy hubs, which feel the load pulses as hammer-like blows on their faces, twice every revolution for each bolt for as long as the change force is applied. How this happens can best be described with a review of the two causative factors, separately and in slow motion, mindful, of course, that in real life things take place almost instantaneously. They are in order, gyroscopic rigidity-in-space and gyroscopic precession. Gyroscopic behavior is encountered in many natural phenomena, from the motions of atoms to the precession of planets. It is largely the result of a tendency possessed by all moving bodies, due to conservation of energy, to



resist interference with their original motions. The force of resistance depends on speed and weight. A freely-supported spinning gyroscope will maintain its spacial attitude or remain "fixed in space". Seemingly peculiar, the gyro can be easily moved up, down or sideways only so long as its axis of rotation is kept looking in the same direction. Why it can be moved except in one particular way is something difficult to explain briefly, therefore, is beyond the intended scope of these few paragraphs and will have to be accepted as fact, satis verborum. The two salient features are that the spinning gyro tends to resist any change in its spin-axis direction and that when actually powered into changing, will, in response, also try to move at right angles to the applied push, in the direction of rotation, in the same direction. This is shown simply in Fig. 1. SPORT AVIATION 41



FIG. 2 - PROPELLER HUB



RIGIDITY-IN-SPACE



While this term is perhaps a misnomer, it is commonly used to mean that a spinning gyro is unwilling to change its spin-axis direction. This propensity, through their wheels, provides a steadying effect to motorcycles and cars. It also steadies airplanes with heavy propellers or high-revving turbines and so gives some pilots a mistaken impression of stability. In Fig. 2 the hub portion of a propeller is viewed attached to the engine flange by six bolts. When an airplane changes its position in pitch or yaw, its propeller is also forced to change its position even though it inherently resists. The airplane goes ahead and changes position anyway, forcing the connecting link (the engine flange with six bolts) to pull the propeller disc around with it. In so doing, there is imposed on the link, in addition to the existing main shear load, a new and extra load. It is part compression and part tension, with the
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tension in turn creating further compression. Fig. 3 shows grossly exaggerated and in cartoon fashion, the result of a sudden pitch-up. The lower portion of the engine flange presses against the propeller hub. Also, as each connecting bolt revolves past the position marked "A" in fig. 2, it experiences a peak tensionmode initiated by the upper part of the crankshaft flange which is tending to pull away. The bolt head or nut (whichever is the direction of the bolt) then exerts a compressive force on the front face of the hub, which, considering all six bolts, happens six times every revolution. PRECESSION



This term refers to that characteristic of a gyro already illustrated in fig. 1 and in this application to a propeller, consider that the same change-force is again applied to the same shaft and in the same time frame. To



BOLT



FIG. 4 - PRECESSION



more easily visualize the activity, the change force shown in Rg. 4 is transposed to bear directly against the hub or the gyro rim as is depicted in fig. 1. This time the hub again resists movement where the force is applied but due to precession tries to move at point "B" and take tha airplane with it. This precession effect has always caused handling problems for aircraft, even before the era of the



Sopwith Camel (see SPORT AVIATION, pages 10 to 12, 1969).



Happening now is that each bolt coming past position "B" will be subjected to tension because the hub is tending to separate from the engine flange in this area. The intensity of the bolt load and consequently the compression load on the hub face, is contingent upon the rpm, the diameter of the bolt-hole centers, the propeller weight and the magnitude of the change force. From



all six bolts the hub face experiences this load a total of six times per revolution.



FIG. 5 - LARGE FLANGE
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FIG. 6 - NEW LOOK



SUMMARY



As long as the change force is continued, for each revolution there will be two areas on the hub face subjected to tension-instigated compression stresses. Combining both effects, rigidity and precession, each bolt imposes two pulses to the hub face per revolution or for the six bolts, a total of twelve pulses. During complicated maneuvers that involve pitching and yawing together, the stress pattern will become very complicated but it can be assumed that a double snap, for example, would inflict literally hundreds of concentrated shocks of varying magnitude to the hub face. The more snaps (and the snappier) the sooner the cracks will start. ALTERNATIVES



All is not lost. A thick front-plate or ring is used with



wooden propellers intended for average flying and something similar could be used on aerobatic aluminum



propellers. It would necessarily have to be of something harder than aluminum, with generous flanges to resist



deformation. The connecting bolts would be torqued to a high maximum; this would relieve some of the concentration in the face bolt-hole areas in the same manner as does the engine flange for the rear hub-face. It would
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not increase the bulk unduly and could be enclosed within the standard-size conventional spinner. Another approach to a lower-stressed propeller would first of all mandate wood as its material. It would mate to a much larger-radius flange which in turn would be bolted to the existing crankshaft flange through the standard flange bushings. While Fig. 5 shows the concept, the actual fabrication of the new flange could be from quarter-inch steel or titanium plate with perhaps the bushings pressed in. If designed to a simplified standard, some enterprising machine shop might see possibilities. The new flange would center in the area marked "C" and the propeller with a suitable hub configuration would



center at "D" being balanced with the large flange attached using marked bolts.



With such a wooden propeller, generated gyroscopic loads on the bolts and hub would be reduced considerably,



even though, due to the lower weight, the rate of snapping should increase. Also, the propeller would inject less of



its own pitch and yaw into the control picture of the airplane. As a further bonus, a "speed-stable" blade design Rg. 6 which would tend to hold the rpm constant, could reduce the necessity of continual adjustment during maneuvers and the throttle hand might be relegated to the job of just hanging on.
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